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Kaia Gerber in a new campaign for Celine (4)
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Kaia Gerber is ready for her close-up in a stunning new campaign for Celine.  The 19-year-old starlet ? the daughter of former supermodel Cindy Crawford and Rande Gerber ? poses in a range of pieces from the brand?s Spring/ Summer 2021 line, which launches in stores and online at celine.com next week.  Kaia walked exclusively for Celine in Monaco back in October 2020 to debut the fashion house?s SS21 collection, where the campaign was also shot.  Gerber wears a Generation-Z inspired ensemble in one shot as she poses by a palm tree-lined pool, while also relaxing in a hotel suite in another frame.  17 Feb 2021  Pictured: Kaia Gerber models the Celine Spring/ Summer 2021 Collection in a stunning new shoot shot in Monaco.  Photo credit: Celine/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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